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Abstract: The emergence of the Learning Analytics (LA) field contextualised the connections in
various disciplines and the educational sector, acted as a steppingstone toward the reformation
of the educational scenery, thus promoting the importance of providing users with adaptive and
personalised learning experiences. At the same time, the use of Augmented Reality (AR) applications
in education have been gaining a growing interest across all the educational levels and contexts.
However, the efforts to integrate LA techniques in immersive technologies, such as AR, are limited
and scarce. This inadequacy is mainly attributed to the difficulties that govern the collection and
interpretation of the primary data. To deal with this shortcoming, we present the “Augmented
Reality Learning Analytics” (ARLEAN) ethical framework, tailored to the specific characteristics that
AR applications have, and focused on various learning subjects. The core of this framework blends
the technological, pedagogical, and psychological elements that influence the outcome of educational
interventions, with the most widely adopted LA techniques. It provides concrete guidelines to
educational technologists and instructional designers on how to integrate LA into their practices to
inform their future decisions and thus, support their learners to achieve better results.

Keywords: augmented reality; instructional design; learning analytics; educational data mining; education

1. Introduction

The proliferation of information technologies in the 20th century and the commodifi-
cation of the internet presents us today unique opportunity and challenges in teaching and
learning. Dynamic, tailor-made, learning paths to achievement leaving no student behind
will mark the democratization of high-quality student-centred education for all. Indeed,
a number of contemporary approaches can support this pursuit with the aid of various
computing system architectures and innovations [1]. Artificial Intelligence (AI), in the
form of Machine Learning (ML) models [2], recommender systems [3], predictive learning
analytics [4], Educational Data Mining (EDM) [5], and adaptive learning [6,7], allow us
to apply personalised learning techniques in both physical, attendance-based, education
and distance [8]. All the above-mentioned methods are fuelled by metrics and analytics
around learning, namely Learning Analytics (LA). Learning Analytics are polymorphic
data in diverse formats measured, collected, reported, and associated with all facets of
technology-based learning such as the learners and their context [9].

What educational subjects should be personalised? Ideally, all. However, well-defined
and structured learning disciplines are more attuned to algorithmic optimisation through
analytic division, systemic classification, taxonomic organization, and computational anal-
ysis [10,11]. Contemporary education adopts an integrating logic to cultivate analytic
reasoning, creative thinking, and problem-solving competence [12]. Skill competencies in
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the majority of educational settings enable tackling real-world challenges using appropri-
ate technology by implementing engineering design based on mathematical thinking and
scientific inquiry [13]. The development of higher-order and soft skills in the primary and
secondary education and the encouragement of associated careers has been a priority in
Europe, USA, and Asia [13–15].

Augmented Reality (AR) become really important for various learning subjects due
to their capacity to contextualise knowledge, to unify content with context, and remove
abstractions [16,17]. AR allows the transition from ‘just-in case’ learning to ‘just-in-time’
learning by merging the physical environment with digital, virtual elements [18]. LA in
an AR context, for instance, in the form of wearable sensor data, can support expertise
training for enhanced performance [19,20]. Analytics in conjunction with mobile devices
can also be used for automatic recognition of affective states [21].

On the other hand, the use of LA in conjunction with AR raise a series of ethical
concerns, risks, and ramifications for involved stakeholders. Ethical questions around
AR include user safety, information overload, violation of privacy, and harmful social
effects [22,23]. Ethical issues lead to wide-spread criticism against the public use of products
such as smart glasses [24]. Additionally, Previous theory-based AR frameworks [25,26]
have attempted to synthesize cognitive, emotional, physical, pedagogical, and technological
aspects of learning. For instance, Kazanidis et al. [25] proposed the overall architecture of
the proposed learning analytics (LA) framework for AR-supported instruction: (a) design
of applications, (b) development and implementation of new modules, (c) analysis for
the design component outcomes, and (d) assessment of any possible improvements on
students’ learning performance and outcomes. The same authors have also suggested two
types of architecture: conceptual and technical. The former includes the identification of
key stakeholders and users’ needs. The latter entails from data mapping, metrics, and
indicators to data analysis methods and visualization techniques using AR. Zhu et al. [26]
suggested a mobile augmented reality education (MARE) conceptual design framework,
which can be utilized for AR apps development in health education. As an instructional
design framework, it consists of three hierarchical layers: the foundation, function, and
outcome layers. It emphasizes on three learning theories, such as situated, experiential,
and transformative learning and delivers several components that can be fundamental
support and relationships among learning, practice, and the environment.

However, none of the above-mentioned frameworks consider the ethical consider-
ations and implications from each stakeholders’ viewpoint. The objective of this article
is to present a practical, multi-dimensional LA framework with a comprehensive ethical
dimension to organise user experience with AR devices for teaching and learning.

2. Theoretical Underpinnings
2.1. Augmented Reality-Supported Instructional Design Methods

A substantial body of literature [27–29] has advocated that instructional design ap-
proaches are encompassed by learning strategies (e.g., instructor-led, self-directed) and
learning techniques (e.g., problem-based learning, collaborative learning). The elements of
these methods and techniques assist scholars and educators to contextualise the way that
the learning process is applied especially when students learn by practising (i.e., cultivation
of cognitive skills like creativity, abstract thinking, problem-solving) or investigating new
concepts (i.e., application of prior knowledge and experiences to new areas and domains).
To this perspective, a well-designed instructional context enables the involved stakeholders
(e.g., teachers, assistants) to facilitate their learners’ understanding with regard to the newly
provided information, how this information aligns to previous knowledge, how it can be
translated to new knowledge and, finally, how such knowledge can be applied effectively
into practice. Educational studies have been linking students’ knowledge acquisition
(i.e., learning outcomes, achievements) and performance (i.e., competencies, skills) with
the range of behavioural fluctuations that learners have been experiencing during the
learning process [30].
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AR has been under serious consideration during the last decade thanks to the great
affordability and potential that modern computing and mobile devices have. Although the
integration of such technologies and applications usually affects the social context, in the
first place, their adoption to other areas (e.g., education, training) is becoming increasingly
visible with reasonably positive results [31]. It also enriches the physical environment
with artificially generated information rendered over physical objects in real-time [32,33].
AR applications are designed and developed in accordance with the specifications that
mobile computing devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets) have [34]. Nonetheless, this does not
mean that the user experience is discounted as AR applications provide diverse ways for
interaction (e.g., gesture-, gaze-, facial-, speech-recognition, real-time feedback via visual,
haptic, and/or acoustic cues) [35].

The most common tracking approaches used to render digital content (e.g., 3D models,
text, animations) are classified into the following broad categories [36,37]:

• Marker-less: use of geospatial data (e.g., GPS coordinates) to render information.
Typical examples include learning activities that involve navigation and exploration.

• Marker-based: use of the devices’ camera to capture and match the pre-registered
information of physical objects or the position of AR-enabled markers (e.g., QR codes).
Typical examples include learning activities that involve hands-on experimentation.

• Hybrid: a combination of both marker-less and marker-based information.

AR-supported instruction has aided the demanding needs that various education
fields such as STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) have by trans-
forming a wide range of exercises and tasks. For instance, in the field of science, AR
applications have been utilised to support students control of certain procedures that re-
quire hands-on actions (e.g., chemistry experiments) while also providing opportunities for
reflection [38]. Abdusselam and Karal [39] explored the impact of AR on learners’ studying
physics subjects and found a positive influence over their intention to participate in the
learning activities and engage with the exercises. The authors (ibid) further highlight the
potential of AR to boost learners’ performance as well as on the comfort (self-confidence)
they have had during classroom discord (e.g., answering questions related to the subject
under investigation). However, this contradicts the findings of Chen [40] who concluded
that utilising game-based approaches with AR can improve students’ learning achieve-
ments and flow states but does not necessarily promote their willingness (motivation) to
practice. In Engineering, the use of AR-supported applications has enabled practitioners
to simulate relevant processes by rendering, with high representational fidelity and in
real-time, information emerging from the real-world [35]. To this end, a strong and growing
interest over the future applications of AR in Engineering is identified both in residential
and commercial projects [41].

Teaching and learning fundamental mathematic concepts under the aid of AR applica-
tions is yet another area that researchers have explored (e.g., [42]), as a means to facilitate
the in-person instruction. In the scenario that the authors (ibid) presented, students could
explore the virtual learning content, at their own pace, while also undertaking different
learning tasks. Other typical examples related to the use of AR in mathematics instruction
(inside or outside the classroom) include the measurement of the size of real-world objects
or the calculation of distance [43]. Lastly, in the broader spectrum of mathematics educa-
tion, Ibáñez et al. [44] have concluded that the use of AR in Geometry can greatly affect
students’ achievements and learning outcomes.

Similarly, AR-supported Information Technology courses have helped students to
cultivate their story-design skills (e.g., length, narrative, creativity) when compared to their
counterparts who utilised story cards [45]. Additionally, in Computer Science courses,
learning how to program using AR applications has supported the cultivation of cognitive
thinking skills such as computational thinking, problem-solving, and critical thinking [46].

In social sciences, a significant body of literature has also documented the potential of
AR in education. Ok and colleagues [47] analysed the effects of video modelling using an
AR apps projected on iPads in an effort to improve phonics skills of first-grade students
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with difficulties in reading. The results were very positive in terms of using AR itself, and
can be improved further when AR apps are combined with other reading activities, without
being lengthy. Wen et al. [48] reported that higher levels of student engagement can be
achieved when they have the chance to generate their own AR artifacts at the beginning of
language learning instructional settings. Additionally, the novelty effect of AR apps with
animation-triggering radical cards has positively impact students’ outcomes. Additionally,
Harley et al. [49] investigated possible ways to improve location and tour-guide prompts
for historical monuments. In the same study, authors concluded that students’ outcomes
using mobile AR applications reported significantly higher levels of task value after the
guided tour compared to their pre-guided tour responses.

On the other side, various studies [35,37,41] have noticed several drawbacks and
challenges in using of AR-supported instruction, such as: (a) the processing speed of the
technological equipment (hardware) especially when marker-based tracking is used, (b)
the usability issues that relate to the AR ergonomics especially when using smart devices,
and (c) the prerequisites related to the software development of such interventions (e.g.,
3D modelling, interface design, and/or data structures).

2.2. Ethical Issues Associated with the Use of Augmented Reality in Education

Ethical considerations around AR applications in education include physical, psy-
chological, moral, and data privacy concerns [50]. AR applications can distract attention
from aspects of the physical world and lead to accidents, even lethal ones [51,52]. These
threats to user physical safety need to be addressed with utmost care especially in cases of
marker-less, location-based AR. Psychological effects include information overload due to
multimodal stimuli and superrealism [23]. The fidelity of AR content is gradually becoming
hyper-real and almost indistinguishable from the physical world. Similarly, experiences,
positive or negative, in novel, “augmented” and mixed digital environments are of the
same nature to the human brain as their counterparts in physical environments. Hence,
traumatic experiences could have real mental health consequences.

On the instructional design, moral concerns include the science-grounded neutrality
on controversial topics as well as the representation and comparison of multiple perspec-
tives in debatable topics [50]. Another moral issue related to location-based AR is the
unauthorized content augmentation that could lead to the violation of cultural norms.
Finally, three data privacy concerns were identified in the context of AR: informational,
volumetric, and physical privacy. New types of personal information can be collected
through AR devices; biometric data such as facial features, reflexes, eyes, and motor move-
ment (kinetic fingerprint). The gradual accumulation of digital and biometric data can lead
to the potential compilation of personal biometric psychography [53] for commercial or
other purposes. This is alarming given that even anonymized, motion tracking recorded
data can be personally identifiable using AI and ML [54]. The context-aware AR captures
the surrounding environments. If this private information is disseminated, it could cause
a violation of volumetric privacy. Moreover, geolocation and movement tracking can
breach users’ physical privacy and reveal intimate personal information, e.g., their place
of residence–spatial doxing [55]. Such personal identifiable data are vulnerable to abuse,
whether by unauthorized actors or for irresponsible commercialization.

2.3. Rationale and Purpose

The massive amounts of data that modern Learning Management Systems (LMS)
generate have enabled educators and instructional designers to monitor and assess their
learners’ needs and, subsequently, make data-informed and timely decisions related to
future interventions [56]. However, despite the wide adoption of LMS, future predictions
related to Web 4.0 expect that immersive technologies will play a key role on the shaping
of the new societal and educational norms due to their great potential to deliver a diverse
range of information to users [57]. Combining data from diverse e-learning platforms can
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facilitate the evaluation of the instructional decisions (e.g., effectiveness of the learning
designs) and increase learning opportunities across distributed learning settings [58].

However, unlike Virtual Reality (VR) systems, which require large financial and time
investment for the development and the deployment of the computer-generated environ-
ment, AR applications enhance the user experience with significantly lower preparation
time, cost, and spatiotemporal limitations. For this reason, many attempts have been made
to integrate mobile-AR in formal, informal, and non-formal contexts [44]. Accordingly,
based on the similarities that VR and AR technologies have, different efforts are identified
where the educational potential of such interventions is explored in accordance with the
most mainstream theories and topics that relate to immersive technologies [59,60].

Even though such exploratory studies provide the foundations to evaluate and better
understand the strengths and the limitations of these educational interventions, the power
to generalise the outcomes of these efforts is restricted by the relatively small sample sizes
of the partaking cohorts as well as the specific contexts and scientific fields in which the AR
applications have been applied. However, these obstacles act as a barrier toward the future
evolution of the universal digital ecosystem where a large amount of data are utilised to
inform the research directions and the respective practices [37].

According to the aforementioned studies, researchers who have attempted to explore
the integration of Learning Analytics (LA) and EDM techniques for immersive technologies
have concluded that the unique features of such applications impose certain challenges and
constraints which require careful and thorough consideration well-before the integration
stage (e.g., [61,62]). This conclusion justifies the limited and spontaneous attempts that can be
identified in the literature with regard to such integrations (e.g., [61,62]) and the even scarcer
attempts to theorise the processes that underpin them [60,63]. Therefore, the present work
aims to explore, classify, and detail the different sources and types of data that the involved
stakeholders can retrieve from the mobile devices, the AR applications and the users per se
and further propose ways and methods for their analysis and interpretation [64,65].

3. The ARLEAN Ethical Framework

Contemporary education requires analytical thinking skills and hands-on approaches
to achieve a reasonable degree of intuitiveness which is required for the learners achieve
their goals. For this reason, in conjunction to the use of an LMS we propose the integration
of AR technology as it can facilitate the simulation of real-world problems and support
the deconstruction of the different concepts that govern these fields. In a sense, instead of
forcing learners to imagine or visualise the problems under investigation, the proposed
system offers them the means to undertake a simulated experience which compliments the
learning process and promotes in-depth knowledge development.

However, according to Dünser and Billinghurst [66], most of the AR educational
applications are one-off prototypes, developed under the ‘proof of concept’ notion. Such
practice, however, hinders or even prevents the development of a mutual understanding
regarding the common design elements and effectiveness of these alternative educational
practices. Under this claim, the proposed “Augmented Reality Learning Analytics” (AR-
LEAN) ethical framework provides a common reference point which classifies commonly
acquired input data and examines the influence that such diverse variables may have on
different model implementations. Accordingly, the proposed LA system is targeting at
improving the learning curve of the students by monitoring their activities and addressing
the errors of the learning process. To achieve this goal, the information gathering originates
from the utilised LMS, the AR application, and the self-reported psychometrics instru-
ments. The information (abstract level) that can be collected under the consideration of
each category is illustrated in Figure 1 and discussed, in greater detail, below.
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Figure 1. Overview of the Augmented Reality–Learning Analytics system.

3.1. System Design

The initial data input is aligned to and classified in accordance with the information
that the key stakeholders can provide. Given the iterative nature of LA, it was deemed
necessary to create a loop which would allow the engaged parties to feed the system with
information related to their main duties or tasks and in return acquire insights relevant to
the areas that they are mostly interested (Supplementary Materials, Table S1). With that in
mind, the present LA system classifies the data input into the following pertinent categories:

• Technology

In this category we consider the aspects related to the technological apparatus utilised
to deliver the AR content and the respective enablers that allow for the subsequent eval-
uation of the system’s usability/user experience. The main stakeholders responsible for
these decisions are the software developers and the educators who are in charge of the
intervention. Their main duty is to decide what values (data-information) will be assessed
in view of both the available general purpose technical equipment (e.g., desktop PC, laptop,
smartphone, internet speed), the AR wearable gadgets (AR lenses, AR glasses, smartwatch,
headsets), and the augmentation approach (e.g., physical objects, QR codes/markers, table-
tops). Such kind of data are retrieved from the software’s system logs, the sensors of the
AR gadgets and the inherent data collection features that modern ‘smart’ devices offer. The
analysis of such information enables educational technologists and instructional designers
to develop a better understanding of students’ reactions to different types of stimuli under
controlled (e.g., classroom) and uncontrolled (e.g., home) circumstances. Moreover, it en-
ables the interested parties to identify shortcomings/drawbacks of the integrated solution
so that additional modifications and/or improvements can be made to improve learners’
educational experience.

• Pedagogy

In this category we take into account the educational domain under consideration
(e.g., Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, Arts) and the pedagogical approaches
utilised for the didactic of the concepts/subjects under investigation (e.g., observation,
problem solving, experimentation, content creation) so as to evaluate learners’ performance
and knowledge acquisition. Data that can support the attainment of such objective emerge
from the hardware equipment utilised for the conduct of the augmentation combined with
information originating from the integrated LMS (system logs). Accordingly, the gathered
information can be processed using inferential statistics and machine learning algorithms.
The analysis of such information enables teachers and teacher assistants to create a better
understanding of students’ performance (e.g., summative or formative assessments), diffi-
culties (e.g., knowledge gaps, misconceptions), and competences (e.g., skill development,
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knowledge acquisition). Moreover, it enables students to track their own learning outcomes
and explore problematic/difficult learning topics that require attention.

• Psychology

In this category we focus on the collection of psychological data that influence learners’
educational experience with the AR software (e.g., motivation, engagement in the learning
process). The data required for such evaluation originate from the distribution of psycho-
metric instruments (e.g., surveys related to the user experience or the degree of learning
satisfaction, participants’ demographics) combined with the information emerging from
the sensors of the utilised (AR) wearable devices (e.g., eye tracking, facial expressions,
gesture tracking, noise levels, heart rate, skin conductivity) so as to explore students’ inten-
tion to use the AR software. The analysis of such multidimensional data can be achieved
via ML and EDM techniques in accordance to the needs of the respective stakeholders.
The processed information can be utilised to compliment further the evaluation of the
educational interventions and thus, provide the senior stakeholders with insights related to
learner engagement (e.g., concentration, focus) and motivation (e.g., intention to complete
the given tasks or time spent on different tasks).

Upon creating the stakeholders’ profiles, users’ actions, and interactions with the
digital tools (i.e., the LMS, the AR app, third-party equipment) are recorded, monitored,
and updated consistently. Subsequently, diverse ML algorithms and EDM techniques are
utilised to measure and identify associations among different variables. In doing so, a
negative feedback loop—which can eliminate the poor practices of instruction—is created
and so does a positive feedback loop, which highlights the behaviours that correlate to
better performance. These associations are then employed to make predictions about
the students’ performance and suggestions on the best course of action to improve their
learning curve. The interested stakeholders can get hold of this information via the LMS
which displays the particular findings via statistical graphs, timelines, data plots, score
values and so on.

By integrating such a universal system, the future development decisions of the
instructional designers (e.g., intervention design, and content creation) are data-driven and
context-specific while the educational practices of the teachers (i.e., didactic approach and
instructional methods) can be optimised both in accordance with the cohort’s preferences
and to the needs of the individuals. Finally, by offering learners insights about their
learning progression and hints on how to improve their learning practices, the overall
educational experience becomes more efficient and effective.

3.2. System Development

In this section we present and detail the key features, elements and functions of the
proposed system which are broken down into the following components:

• Data Classification

The collected data are pipelined to the LA machine which is responsible for the
classification of the input variables. In the first category (technological features) the system
clusters information emerging from the utilised technological devices. In greater detail, data
generated from the students’ interaction with the LMS include engagement time with the
exercises, instructional objectives of the exercises, and assessment scores. Data generated
from the mobile phones relate to the AR application (e.g., frequency of use, interaction
time), the physical environment (e.g., location tracking, noise levels), and students’ actions
(e.g., gestures’ tracking, eye movement, facial expressions) while using the AR learning
tool. In the second category (pedagogical performance) the system clusters information
related to the scientific discipline, the characteristics educational intervention (e.g., overall
duration, learning objectives, difficulty levels of the exercises, number of assessment points),
and information related to students’ profile (e.g., demographics, GPA). The final division
(psychological behaviour) the system clusters information emerging from psychometric
tests (e.g., UX surveys, learning satisfaction) and sensors (e.g., stress, temperature).
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• Data Analysis

For the analysis of the gathered information a combination of statistical analysis
techniques as well as ML and EDM algorithms is employed. For the initial classification,
the Naïve Bayes approach is utilised to perform the first clusters of the raw data followed
by multiple regression analysis which supports the identification of the impact that each
variable has against the testing hypothesis. Finally, in order to identify the best course
of action, a set of conditional control statements are introduced using the Decision Tree
classification method.

For the integration of the abovementioned analyses, the TensorFlow library is utilised
to perform regression analysis and module prediction using different input data from
seemingly uncorrelated variables. Accordingly, platforms such as the AIHS and ITS are
used to build adaptive models required for the personalisation of the learning experience.

• Data Visualisation

The analysed results and system recommendations are used to evaluate trends and
make predictions about the success of the intervention. The dissemination of these out-
comes to the stakeholders is made via the LMS in diverse ways (e.g., graphs, maps,
timelines). Below, we provide indicative examples related to the ways that the findings can
be communicated:

a. Information related to the instructional tools—including the usage patterns followed
in the LMS or the AR application—are expressed via timeline graphs (e.g., engage-
ment time correlated to tasks performed).

b. Information related to the educational intervention—such as learning outcomes or
engagement time—are expressed via heatmaps (i.e., expected outcome correlated to
actual results).

c. Information related to the personalised learning path—such as knowledge acquisi-
tion and retention—are expressed via statistical graphs (i.e., pre-intervention knowl-
edge correlated to post-intervention knowledge).

d. Information related to participants’ behaviour—such as learners’ preferences over
specific exercises, learning motivation—are expressed via an interaction matrix
(i.e., recommendations for learning material/exercises based on former activities).

On the grounds of these analyses, the involved stakeholders can then make any
amendments required to the digital instruction tools and improvements on the study
materials. At the same time, learners can utilise the personalised recommendations to work
on the areas that require improvement or advancement.

3.3. Ethical Layer

To design the ethical layer of the LA system, we followed recommendations from the
theories of Value Sensitive Design (VSD) and Life-Based Design (LBD). VSD encourages
designers to take into account all ethical and moral issues from the use of new educational
systems and iterate to address all problems that might arise [49]. LBD focuses on the
position of technology in human life and suggests a four-phase analysis to guide the early
design thinking for products and services [67].

The outlined ethical issues associated with the use of AR in education can be clustered
across four classes: physical, psychological, moral, and data privacy. These issues, due
to their varying natures, depend on different stakeholders and can be prevented at four
different stages in their life cycle. For instance, moral concerns regarding the content of
an immersive experience can only be determined primarily by the involved instructional
designer. Other stakeholders include government, developers, and users. Local, regional
or national legal bodies can determine who has the right to augment content in a specific
geographic location, public or private. A summary of all identified AR ethical concerns is
provided in Figure 2 and Table S1.
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Figure 2. Overview of the ‘ARLEAN’ system.

These issues can be prevented by applying a set of principles. For instance, biometric
data containing health and medical information should be collected, processed locally, and
discharged [55]. User data must also be stored in accordance with the General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR (Available online: https://gdpr.eu/what-is-gdpr/, accessed on
24 March 2021)) established by the European Union. The GDPR was enacted on 25 May
2018. The GDPR provisions are the toughest data privacy and security regulations in the
world. Penalties for violating the GDPR and compromising data privacy and security can
be as much as tens of millions of euros. Additionally, inferences about users’ behaviour
beyond learning performance should be avoided and, in any case, coding parameters
should be communicated transparently to everyone affected. Finally, supporting user
control on users’ own data and identity (i.e., what is known as a self-sovereign identity)
will further prevent hacking and theft of personal volumetric and geolocation data beyond
adherence to the GDPR principles and the XR Ethics Manifesto provisions [53].

Physical (attentional distraction), psychological (multimodal stimuli, superrealism),
and moral matters (science-grounded neutrality, multiple perspectives representation,
augmentation consent) cannot be affected from the LA perspective. On the other hand,
from the LA standpoint, data-related ethical issues can be met with certain safeguards. For
the scope of this paper, we will focus on the ethical concerns that can be prevented at the
system architecture level (developer), primarily related to data privacy.

Data-related ethical issues in the application of AR to LA pertain to privacy, where
data collected is vast in both scale and granularity [68]. Certain safeguards can be applied
to data-related ethical issues to eliminate them. These safeguards can be motivated both
by deontological aspects such as ‘principles of action’ and ‘duty to society’ as well as a
consequentialist perspective that takes into account the consequences of these safeguards
to ensure privacy. The safeguards for ethical issues are needed because algorithms are
driven by data, while learning is driven by theories. Therefore, the safeguards must, in

https://gdpr.eu/what-is-gdpr/
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general, strike a balance between asking students for more data and imposing limitations
on data collection. Furthermore, all phases of the intervention design (data management
layer) must be developed with LA ethics in mind. Tzimas and Demetriadis [68] proposed
a checklist of LA ethics taking into account the informational, volumetric, and physical
privacy considerations, in addition to other ethical issues outside the scope of this work.
Precisely, the authors [68] propose six guidelines for privacy: (1) communicate with stake-
holders information about the data collection and the individuals or groups of individuals
who have access to data, (2) contract with external vendors in ways that uphold privacy,
(3) application of the GDPR principles, (4) employment of two-factor authentication and
authorization methods, (5) evaluation of the data protection procedures from a data protec-
tion specialist, and (6) provision of training to the instructional designers on ethical aspects
of data privacy and security.

These safeguards can be instituted on the developer side and also on the user side
(e.g., by offering opt-outs for the collection of LA data). All stakeholders—students, teach-
ers, instructional designers, institutions, industrial agents—should be involved. Voluntary
consent is essential for LA ethics, as is an understanding that the data generated must be
interpreted and applied in the proper educational context, in line with theories of effective
learning. Student data should also not be sold. Learners should have the right for their
data to be removed from the system after a given period of time while institutions oversee
this entire process.

In an effort to expand the aforementioned guidelines, we compile a list of the privacy-
related (informational, volumetric, physical) safeguards that can be integrated in the
proposed LA:

Informational privacy refers to the increasing size of the digital footprint. This can
include any data collected by the software, including biometrics information, behavioural
inferences, emotion analysis and harvesting, and algorithmic bias. The developer can
ensure informational privacy by including safeguards to protect personally identifying
data increasingly used in AR LA applications, such as by anonymization of data and an
opt-out feature for users who do not wish to share their data for LA purposes. Without
taking into account the data management aspect of LA ethics, stakeholders may mistrust
and therefore, not engage with these services.

Another ethics consideration of the vast amount of information generated is that
providing feedback to students can be a challenge. It is important that feedback provided
does not end up discouraging students. They should not be labelled in ways that affect their
physical, mental, and emotional well-being As Tzimas and Demetriadis [68] argued, “the
key is to check for intellectual freedom, ensure individuality, and avoid labelling and surveillance”
(p. 1122). Therefore, modelling LA feedback in accordance with learning design theories
can help make students more engaged and active and make the teaching more effective.

A third challenge in informational privacy concerns the amount and the degree of
users’ personal information (data trails) that can be pre-obtained from non-educational
resources [67]. While algorithms are more powerful when they have more information,
this can also backfire from an ethics standpoint, if non-authorised stakeholders gain access
to the information or if such information used without consent (e.g., for research purposes
by corporations or even government agencies). Yuste and colleagues [69] recommend that,
for biometric data, such as neural data, “the ability to opt-out of sharing should be the
default choice”.

In terms of safeguarding against surveillance, volumetric privacy, and physical pri-
vacy risks, which both have a location-based component, can be mitigated by both de-
veloper and user. Physical privacy relates to the use of geolocation technologies in LA
applications using AR. The main risk is spatial doxing, or the leaking of one’s location
information, which can pose a physical safety risk for the user. Physical privacy risks can
often be mitigated by the user, who can opt-out of location sharing. However, physical
privacy risks can also be reduced on the developer side, by limiting data collection to
reduce surveillance. Developer-side safeguards will help boost trust and improve the
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adoption of the LA tools. The European Data Protection Supervisor (Available online:
https://edps.europa.eu/en, accessed on 20 April 2021) recommends not collecting location
data unless it is needed for a specific use. While the risks of location data gathering may not
be an immediate threat, it may generate cultural issues down the line—creating a ‘digital
and cultural data trespassing’ which defies norms of privacy ethics and would require
additional safeguarding later on [70].

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The present work demonstrates how extended reality technologies, such as AR, com-
bined with LA can significantly enhance evidence-based personalised learning by reflecting
users’ individual choices, preferences, needs, and performance as well as the effectiveness
of the instructional approach. The proposed model considers the needs of the various stake-
holders (teachers, students, and developers) by collecting data emerging: (a) from the use
of the technological apparatus, (b) the perception of the engaged users to the instructional
stimuli, and (c) their psychological-emotional responses and collectively analyses them via
a custom LA machine. Moreover, the system is integrating a layer of ethical safeguards that
protects students’ safety, privacy, and well-being. In this way, ethics-informed technological
systems can achieve a more widespread adoption.

As indicated by the main framework both the socio-cognitive and the technical factors
can play a significant role on how and under what circumstances educators and scholars
can utilise immersive technologies by considering ethics over time. As educators and
researchers, we propose our experience based on the ethical factors that affect typical
educational institutors across the various disciplinary contexts [6,25]. To widen out this
effort, we aggregated the most essential and crucial ethical factors, from the developmental
point of view, and proposed an ethical practical framework.

The current work adds to the corpus of knowledge the ethical factors that could
have an impact on both students and instructor’s experience in view of integrating AR
technology. Specifically, we identified various ethical issues in AR usage that have not
been well-documented in the relevant literature. These include a variety of personal
factors (e.g., potential threats) and classification issues (e.g., psychological, physical, moral),
desires to strengthen and understand better any relationships respecting the broader
socio-cognitive and socio-cultural school contexts, in which the educational community
is entailed. While the discussion pertaining to these issues is appeared in the broader
literature examining AR-supported issues c.f., [44,48], this work contributes by presenting
and suggesting the effect of an ethical framework that these tensions have on educators’ and
scholars’ practices. As educators and scholars strive hard to identify the use of innovative
platforms to apply theory into practice and as they cope with both social and cognitive
pressures to use them purposefully, it behoves researchers to take an expansive view of the
AR use beyond its potential and added-value in education.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, some of the elements and the respective ethical con-
siderations that have been explored and discussed in the proposed framework are also
applicable to the wider spectrum of Mobile-Learning (e.g., applications that offer interac-
tive educational content, multimedia-based exercises). Therefore, developers, instructional
designers, and educators who are willing to evaluate the potential of mobile-based educa-
tional apps, via Learning Analytics, are advised to consider the provided guidelines and
adapt their practices accordingly.

Future work involves an elaborated work plan to implement and evaluate the pro-
posed ARLEAN model in the following stages:

1. Review of ethics research in VR and AR;
2. Identification, assessment and selection of practical methods to address ethical issues

and potential moral threats recorded in Table 1;
3. Implementation of a working ARLEAN prototype;
4. Evaluation of the efficacy of the ARLEAN prototype.

https://edps.europa.eu/en
https://edps.europa.eu/en
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Table 1. Ethical issues associated with AR use in education.

# Ethical Issues
(AR) Classification Potential

Threats Cases (AR) Prevention
Level ARLEAN Layer

1 Attention
distraction Physical Harm to safety

Accidents

Markerless
Location-

based

Designer
User —

2 Multimodal
stimuli Psychological

Information
overload (e.g.,

persuasive
advertisement)

All Designer Pedagogy/Intervention

3 Superrealism Psychological

Traumatic
experiences

(e.g., immersive
violence)

All Designer Pedagogy/Intervention

4
Science-

grounded
neutrality

Moral

Indoctrination
Manipulation

Sensory
information

misinterpreted
as truth

All Designer Psychology/Multimodal

5
Multiple

perspectives
representation

Moral Memory hole
Bias All Designer Pedagogy/Intervention

6 Augmentation
consent Moral

Unauthorised
augmentation

Normative
standards
violation

Markerless
Location-

based

Government
Developer
Designer

Technology/Apparatus

7

Informational
privacy

(increasing size
of digital
footprint)

Data privacy

Biometric
psychography,

Behavioral
inferences,
Emotion

harvesting,
Algorithmic

bias

All Developer Psychhology/Psychometrics/
Analytics Machine

8 Volumetric
privacy Data privacy Volumetric

space capturing

Markerless
Location-

based

Developer
User

Technology/Augmentation
Method

9

Physical
privacy

(movement
monitoring-
geolocation)

Data privacy Spatial doxxing
Markerless
Location-

based

Developer
User

Technology/Augmentation
Method

Precisely, in the first stage we will review the field’s state-of-the-art in various edu-
cational contexts of public human activity, e.g., [71]. In the second phase, we will assess
the feasibility of theoretically proposed solutions such as homomorphic encryption and
de-identification of personally identifiable data [55]. Third, the working prototype will
involve an existing multi-awarded educational LMS [1]. Finally, the evaluation will be
organised in the framework of the world-class Finnish primary and secondary school
education [72] according to the guidelines of Value Sensitive Design and Life-Based Design
(LBD) [49,67].

Conclusively, this work raises important questions for learning practices and policy
support. AR-supported instruction policies should focus on protecting students’ and
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instructors’ ethical dilemmas and factors that can prevent participating in AR-supported
instructional contexts. Yet, it establishes that educators’ and scholars’ decisions should be
related to the ethics that every AR application may include consisting of several factors
which should be considered as early as the design stage. Therefore, a number of predefined
factors are proposed to be considered as countermeasures of the several complexities
that can be raised by using AR. Regarding the GDPR, it is important to consider changes
over time, like policy reports that may need to be specific for scholars’ and instructors’
participation. In other words, as researchers and educators, we should ponder any policies
within particular school contexts and disciplines and adopt an awareness that should
inimitably be thoughtful of specific learning tasks, instructional contexts, norms, and
values. Future studies can also consider the application of ethical safeguards beyond the
technology level (e.g., pedagogical or psychological point of view) as they are interrelated
and interconnected.

5. Implications

As previous reviews report [33,37], the wide proliferation of AR technology has
brought immense potential in education. The current work seeks to conceal the use of
AR technology in teaching and learning by underlying the ethical considerations that
govern such practices. In addition, it provides recommendations—contextualised under
the proposed LA framework—which account for the multifaceted aspects of education
(i.e., pedagogy, psychology, technology) and align them to the multidimensional nature of
immersive technologies and educational disciplines.

From the educator’s and educational technologist’s perspective the following implica-
tions for practice and/or policy are proposed:

• Educators and instructors need to be trained and informed before about the educa-
tional potential of AR and its related ethical considerations.

• Even if predefined rules are applied during the development phase to mitigate the
ethical issues that may arise, application developers should also consider the pilot
testing of the applications so that additional feedback and recommendations can be
acquired by the end-users.

• The integration of LA practices, especially when reaching a large sample scale, can
highlight the various socio-cognitive and socio-cultural effects that impact students’
motivation and engagement as well as learning outcomes and achievements. The
interpretation of such information can provide additional insights about the widely
adopted ‘best-practices’ and, accordingly, enable the involved stakeholders to inform
their instructional methods.

The ethics in AR, while complex, remain to be explored in depth with empirical and
systematic research efforts. Several privacy ethics safeguards have been recommended
above, with the ability to opt-out of data collection and analytics as the paramount value
to avoid malicious or unwanted use of data, and to improve participation and trust in
the learning process. A limitation of the present work is the absence of consideration of
matters related to the cultural safeguards needed. Therefore, future works can explore this
direction and propose solutions pertinent to the cultural and/or societal differences that
may affect the wide adoption of AR-enabled educational interventions.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/computers10080092/s1, Table S1: Overview of the operational elements of the proposed
AR-supported LA system.
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